Abstract-In this work sufficient conditions expressed by means of single and vector Lyapunov functions of Uniform Input-to-Output Stability (UIOS) and Uniform Input-to-State Stability (UISS) are given for finite-dimensional systems under feedback control with zero order hold.
is applied to the system (1) . Then the resulting closed-loop system can be analyzed and the feedback function can be selected for desirable properties, e.g., robust global asymptotic stability or Input-to-State Stability.
When the foregoing control law is implemented in discrete time under zero-order hold with sampling period r ,... does not necessarily possess the same properties as the closed-loop system under continuous-time implementation. Also, the deduction of properties under discrete-time do not have affirmative answer in general, even if the sampling period r is assumed to be arbitrarily small. However, if we can guarantee an affirmative answer to the previous question then, the next important question that arises is:
"What is the maximum allowable sampling period for guaranteed global asymptotic stability?"
In general, the task of providing answers to the above questions is highly non-trivial.
On the other hand, the analysis of the closed-loop system (3) as a discrete-time system (ignoring inter-sample behavior) is possible in principle, but it is hindered by the unavailability (in general) of an exact sampled-data representation of the given continuous-time nonlinear system.
There is a large body of literature concerning the foregoing very important and very challenging issues. In particular, the following lines of attack have been pursued to derive stability results:
As mentioned earlier, this point of view generally requires the knowledge of the solution map, which is rarely available for the nonlinear case. However, recent work has established results that characterize the inter-sample behavior of the solutions based on the behavior of the solution of the discrete-time system (see [28] ).  considering the finite-dimensional system under feedback control with zero order hold as a time-delay system. This approach has been applied so far only to linear systems (see [5, 6] ). This is a natural and logical point of view, since sampled-data control introduces piecewise constant retarded arguments.
The present work will follow the point of view of considering the feedback control system as a time-delay system. It will utilize the method of Razumikhin functions (see [11, 35, 43] ) for stability analysis of time-delay systems, together with recent developments in the theory of vector Lyapunov functions (see [27] ). The main contribution will be the development of Lyapunov-like sufficient conditions for Uniform Input-to-Output Stability (UIOS) and Uniform Input-to-State Stability (UISS). The notions of UIOS and UISS were formulated in [36, 37, 38, 41, 42] for finitedimensional systems described by ordinary differential equations. More recently, sufficient conditions for semiglobal practical UISS were studied in [22, 23] for sampled-data systems. In the present work, the sufficient conditions will be expressed in terms of a scalar and in terms of a vector Lyapunov function. The main features of the results will be that they  can be applied to uncertain nonlinear systems with no special characteristics (such as homogeneity or global Lipschitz conditions),  can lead to global stability results for an arbitrary output
(including the possibility of using the identity map x x H  ) ( and thus recovering the familiar stability notions for the state)  do not require knowledge of the solution map for the open-loop system,  allow the direct determination of the maximum allowable sampling period,  guarantee robustness to perturbations of the sampling schedule More specifically, we will consider hybrid systems which are described by the following way: given a pair of sets
, which is bounded by certain constant 0  r and a pair of vector
, we consider the hybrid system that produces for each ,
the piecewise absolutely continuous function
( , produced by the following algorithm:
Step i : 1) Given i  and
 . Hybrid systems of the form (4) will be called "sampled-data" systems.
Systems of the form (4) arise as closed-loop finitedimensional systems under feedback control with zero order hold. Specifically, considering the finite-dimensional continuous-time dynamic system
where the vector field
is continuous, locally Lipschitz in n x   . Then, the application of the (not necessarily continuous) feedback law
where 
 . Clearly, system (7) is a system of the form (4).
Some comments are in order relative to the discrete-time feedback law (6) . In addition to accounting for actuator and measurement errors, (6) is a generalization of (2) in the following ways:
i) The sampling period is allowed to be statedependent. The situation of a non-constant
has recently emerged in connection with the study of asymptotic controllability of nonlinear systems (see the classical work in [3, 40] and the links with sampled-data stabilizability given in [7] ). Of course, the situation of 0 ) (   r x h (constant) is the one of practical significance, in which case we say that the sampled-data feedback law
is applied with positive sampling rate (see [7] ).
ii)
The sampling period is allowed to be time-varying. The factor
some non-negative function of time, is an uncertainty factor in the end-point of the sampling interval. Proving stability for any non-negative input
will guarantee stability for all sampling schedules with )) ( (
(robustness to perturbations of the sampling schedule).
Notations Throughout this paper we adopt the following notations: K , see [20] . By KL we denote the set of all continuous functions
we denote the closed sphere
we denote the class of all Lebesgue measurable and locally bounded mappings
We say that a function
is radially unbounded if the following property holds: " ) (x V is bounded if and only if x is bounded".
II. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES FOR SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS
In the present work we study systems of the form (4) under the following hypotheses:
and such that for every bounded
is a continuous map with
is a positive, continuous and bounded function.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the results presented in [15] .
ThD11.1 Theorem 2.1: Consider the control system (4) under hypotheses (H1-4) and let
has the "Boundedness-ImpliesContinuation" (BIC) property, i.e., for each 
We next present the notion of Uniform Input-to-Output Stability property for systems of the form (4) under hypotheses (H1-4). The following definition is parallel to the corresponding notions used for finite-dimensional control systems described by ordinary differential equations (see [36, 37, 38, 41, 42] 
Suppose that (4) is robustly forward complete (RFC) from the input
Then we say that (4) 
III. MAIN RESULTS
The main result of the present work is the following theorem, which provides sufficient conditions for the UIOS property for system (4) 
Theorem

(Vector Lyapunov Function Characterization of UIOS): Consider system (4) under hypotheses (H1-4) and suppose that there exists a family of functions
where the family of set-valued map
Then (4) satisfies the UI S property with gain
and zero gain from the input ) (
Remark 3.2:
In general it is very difficult to obtain an accurate description of the set-valued maps
defined by (14) .
However, for every ) ; (
, we have:
. Thus in order to establish the UIOS property for (4), without knowledge of the exact solution map  , we must first select appropriate functions
) and show that the following (more demanding) inequalities hold:
instead of (13) . The examples of the following section illustrate the use of Theorem 3.1 in conjunction with (15 
where the set-valued map
Then (4) satisfies the UISS property with gain
It should be noted that in practice (where the solution map is rarely known), Corollary 3.3 is to used in conjunction with Remark 3.2.
IV. ILLUSTRATING EXAMPLES
The following example illustrates the use of Theorem 3.1. Moreover, it shows that the use of vector Lyapunov functions provides flexibility, which is not easily obtained with the use of a single Lyapunov function.
Example 4.1:
Consider the planar control system We consider the closed-loop system (19) with the sampled feedback
and positive sampling rate, i.e., we consider the system: H1-4) . Consider the functions:
Clearly, the functions ) ; (
defined by (21) satisfy (12) with
, which holds for all
. By virtue of (20) and definition (21), we guarantee that (13) holds for 1 
Inequality (23) 
), under the following hypothesis:
where   a is the constant involved in (26) , (27) , satisfies the UISS property with zero gain from the input ) (
. For example, it can be verified that system (19) satisfies hypothesis (P). The vector Lyapunov function that can be used for the stability analysis is defined by the equations 2 / ) (
is the constant involved in hypothesis (P). 
(guarantees robustness with respect to additive measurement errors) or 34) in case that (31) . The conclusion is important, since conditions (32), (33) , (34) can be easily checked after the application of the backstepping method presented in [4] . 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present work sufficient conditions expressed by means of single and vector Lyapunov functions of Uniform Input-to-Output Stability (UIOS) and Uniform Input-toState Stability (UISS) are given for finite-dimensional systems under feedback control with zero order hold (Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.1, respectively). Illustrating examples are presented, which show the flexibility that a vector Lyapunov function can provide. Moreover, we show how the main results can be used in conjunction with the backstepping method for triangular nonlinear systems to check whether the feedback, constructed by the backstepping method, can robustly globally asymptotically stabilize the equilibrium point when applied with zero order hold and positive sampling rate (emulation procedure).
It is clear that the main results of this work may be extended to the time-varying case by using time-varying Lyapunov-Razumikhin functions, as presented in [17] for time-delay systems. Moreover, the results can be extended to cover non-uniform and weighted notions of IOS and ISS (see [15, 16] ). Both extensions are straightforward in the sense that the proofs follow the same procedure as the proof of Theorem 3.1.
It should be emphasized that the sufficient conditions for ISS and IOS for sampled-data systems presented in this work are not restricted to sampled-data feedback laws derived by emulation. Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 can ThD11.1 be used for the Lyapunov redesign procedure, as explained in [34] . This topic is very important, since very rarely sampled-data feedback designs produced by emulation can guarantee global asymptotic stability.
